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Abst ract .  An Unfold/Fold transformation system is a source-to-source rewrit- 
ing methodology devised to improve the efficiency of a program. Any such 
transformation should preserve the main properties of the initial program: 
among them, termination. When dealing with logic programs uch as PRO- 
LOG programs, one is particularly interested in preserving left termination 
i.e. termination wrt the leftmost selection rule, which is by far the most widely 
employed of the search rules. Unfortunately, the most popular Unfold/Fold 
transformation systems ([TS84, Sek91]) do not preserve the above termina- 
tion property. In this paper we study the reasons why left termination may 
be spoiled by the application of a transformation operation and we present 
a transformation system based on the operations of Unfold, Fold and Switch 
which - if applied to a left terminating programs - yields a program which 
is left terminating as well. 
1 Introduct ion 
As shown by a number of applications, program transformation is a valuable method- 
ology for the development and optimization of large programs. In this field, the 
unfold/fold transformation rules were first introduced by Burstall and Darl ington 
[BD77] for transforming clear, simple functional programs into equivalent, more ef- 
ficient ones. Then, such rules were adapted to logic programs both for program 
synthesis [CS77, Hog81], and for program specialization and optimizat ion [Kom82]. 
Soon later, Tamaki  and Sato [TS84] proposed an elegant framework for the trans- 
formation of logic programs based on unfold/fold rules. Their system was proven to 
be correct w.r.t, the least Herbrand model semantics [TS84] and the computed an- 
swer substitut ion semantics [KK88]. 
Tamaki-Sato's  system became quite soon the main reference point in the litera- 
ture of unfold/fold transformations of logic programs. 
However, Tamaki-Sato's  method cannot be applied "as it is" to most of the 
actual logic programs (like pure PROLOG programs) because it does not preserve 
left termination (here we say that a program is left terminating if all its derivations 
start ing in a ground goal and using PROLOG's  fixed "leftmost" selection rule are 
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finite). So it can happen that a left terminating program is transformed into a non 
left terminating one. This is of course a situation that we need to avoid. 
This problem has already been tackled in [PP91, BC94] 4, but none of these 
proposals includes any operation that could be employed in order to rearrange the 
atoms in the bodies of a clause. This is actually a serious limitation, in fact such an 
operation is often needed in order to be able to perform a subsequent fold operation. 
Indeed, in the majority of the examples we find in the literature, the fold operation 
is only possible after a rearrangement one. 
In this paper we propose a new transformation system, in which we explicitly 
consider a switch operation, for which we provide specific (and needed) applicability 
conditions. We also provide new applicability conditions for the fold operation, and 
we prove that the system, when applied to a left terminating program always returns 
a programs which is left terminating as well. 
We obtain our results by exploiting the properties of acceptable programs, as 
defined by Apt and Pedreschi in [AP90]. 
Section 2 contains the notation and the preliminaries on left terminating and 
acceptable programs. In section 3 we define the unfold/fold transformation system, 
and we state the main correctness results. In section 4 we will discuss and motivate 
the approach we have followed by showing further examples and by relating our 
transformation system with the ones of Tamaki and Sato [TS84] and of Seki [Sekgl], 
as well as with other approaches to the problem of preserving termination. 
The main proofs are reported in [BCE96]. 
2 Pre l iminar ies  
In what follows we study definite (i.e. negation-free) logic programs executed by 
means of the LD-resolution (which corresponds to the SLD resolution combined 
with the fixed PROLOG selection rule). 
We adopt the "bold" notation (es. B) to indicate (ordered) sequences of objects, 
typically B indicates a sequence of atoms, B1 . . . .  , Bn, t is a sequence of terms, 
t l , .   9  tn, and x is a sequence of variables, zl ,  9 9 zn. 
We work with queries Q, that is sequences of atoms, B1 . . . .  , B,,, instead of goals. 
Apart from this, we use the standard notation of Lloyd [L1o87] and Apt [Apt90]. In 
particular, given a syntactic onstruct E (so for example, a term, an atom or a set 
of equations) we denote by Vat(E) the set of the variables appearing in E. Given 
a substitution 0 = ~z l / t l , . . . , z , / t ,}  we denote by Dora(O) the set of variables 
{xl . . . .  ,x,,), by Range(O) the set of terms {t l , . . . , t ,} ,  and by Ran(O) the set of 
variables appearing in ~tl , . . . ,  t,}. Finally, we define Vat(O) = Dora(O) U Ran(O). 
Recall that a substitution g is called grounding if Ran(O) is empty, and it is called 
a renaming if it is a permutation of the variables in Dora(8). Given a substitution 8
and a set (sequence) of variables v, we denote by 0iv the substitution obtained from 
0 by restricting its domain to v. 
4 Another related paper is [BE94] where termination with respect o any selection rule is 
considered. 
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2.1 Lef t  Terminat ion  and  Acceptab le  Programs 
We begin with the key definition. 
Def init ion 1. A program P is called left terminating if all LD-derivations of P 
starting in a ground query are finite, rn 
Acceptable programs were introduced by Apt and Pedreschi n [AP90] in order 
to characterize the class of left terminating definite logic programs. Their results 
were successively extended to cover also general ogic programs lAP93]. 
Given an interpretation I of a program P, and given a sequence of ground atoms 
B = Bx, . . . ,  Bn, we say that Bj is reachable (under I) if I ~ Bt . . . . .  Bj-1. In fact, 
if I is the least model and we look at B1 . . . .  , Bn as a query to be evaluated with the 
leftmost selection rule, the fact that I ~ B1, . . . ,  Bj_ 1 implies that B1, . . . ,  Bj_ 1 will 
eventually be resolved by the LD-resolution process, and hence that, the (leftmost) 
selection rule will eventually reach (i.e. select) Bj. 
Def init ion 2. Let B = B1, . . . ,  Bn be a sequence of ground atoms. Let I [ be a level 
mapping (i.e. a function mapping the Herbrand base into natural numbers), and I 
be an interpretation. Moreover, let B1, . . . ,  Bk be the set of reachable atoms (under 
I) of B. Then we define 
IBb --- sup( lB l l , . . . ,  IBk[), 
In other words, [Btz is equal to the greatest of the level mappings of the reachable 
atoms of B. Ca 
Notice that, for any single atom B, [Blz = IB[, whatever the interpretation I 
and the level mapping are. 
Def in i t ion3 (acceptable program) .  Let P be a program, [ [ a level mapping for 
P and I a (not necessarily Herbrand) interpretation of P. 
- A clause of P is acceptable with respect o [ [ and I if I is a model of P and for 
every ground instance H ~ B of it, 
IHI > IBI~ 
In other words, for every ground instance H *--- B1 . . . .  , B,n, and for every reach- 
able Bi, [HI > [Bi[, 
- P is acceptable with respect o [ [ and I iff all its clauses are. P is called acceptable 
if it is acceptable with respect o some level mapping and interpretation of P. Ca 
We can now fully motivate the use of acceptable programs. 
Theorem 4. [AP93] A program is left terminating iff it is acceptable, n 
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2.2 I nput  posit ions 
Modes are extensively used in the literature on Logic Programs (see for instance 
[AM94], usually they indicate how the arguments of a relation should be used. When 
dealing with termination properties mode information are particularly interesting. 
In fact we may relate the length of LD-derivations to some measure on input terms. 
This has been the basis of some approaches to proving universal termination of 
definite programs [Pl~ig0, BCF94, DSF93]. In our transformation system we use 
just simpler information since we assume that each n-ary relation symbol p has a 
set of input positions In(p) C_ (1,. : . ,n} assbciated to. For an atom A we denote 
by In(A) the family of terms filling in the input positions of A and by VarIn(A) 
the set of variables occurring in the input positions of A. Similar notation is used 
for sequences of atoms. In this paper input positions are going to be used only to 
broaden the range of transformations we can prove to maintain the left termination 
of the initial program. Throughout he paper we make the following assumption: 
Assumption 1 The level mapping of an atom is uniquely determined by the terms 
that are found in its input positions, o 
Of course this assumption imposes no syntactic restriction of the program we are 
going to manipulate, as we can always assume that all the positions of every relation 
symbol are input positions. 
3 A te rminat ion  preserv ing  unfo ld / fo ld  t rans format ion  
sys tem 
We can now introduce the transformation system. Here we use the concept of labelled 
atom, in particular we need to label with "f" (for fold-allowing) some atoms in the 
bodies of the clauses of the program. 
We start from the requirements on the initial program, which are similar to the 
ones proposed in [TS84]. Standardization apart is always assumed. 
Def in i t ion5 (initial p rogram) .  We call a normal program P0 an initial program 
if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(I1) P0 is divided into two disjoint sets Po = Pne,v U Pold; 
(I2) P,,ew is a non-recursive extension of Pold, namely all the predicates which are 
defined in Pne,v occur neither in Pold nor in the bodies of the clauses in Pnew; 
(I3) all the atoms in the bodies of the clauses of Pozd are labelled "f" and they are 
the only ones with such a label. [::] 
The predicates defined in Pnew are called new predicates, while those defined in 
Pozd are the old predicates. The only difference between these conditions and the 
ones stated in [TS84] is the presence of I3 which is due to the particular conditions 
we use for the fold operation. 
The following example is inspired by the one in [Sek93]. 
Example  1. Let P0 be the following program 
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cl: path(X, IX]). 
c2: path(X,[X]Xs]) ~--arc(X,Y) f, path(Y.Xs) f. 
c3 : goodlis% ( [] ). 
c4: goodlist([XIXs]) ~-good(X) f, goodlist(Xs) f. 
c5: goodpath(X,Xs) ~- path(X, Xs), goodlist (Xs). 
Together with a database DB where the predicates arc and good are defined. The 
query goodpath(X, Xs) can be employed for finding a path Xs starting from the node 
X which contains exclusively "good" nodes. We consider the first position in all the 
relations as the input one. Notice that, under the assumption that the directed graph 
described by the relation arc is acyclic, the program is left terminating. Indeed, the 
ordering on the graph nodes induces a level mapping for the relation arc which can 
be used to prove left termination of the program. Clearly, we can choose all level 
mappings atisfying assumption 1. 
As it is now, goodpath works on a "generate and test" basis: first it produces 
a whole path, and then it checks whether it contains only "good" nodes or not. 
Of course this strategy is quite naive: checking if the node is "good" or not while 
generating the path would noticeably increase the performances of the program. We 
can obtain such an improvement via an unfold/fold transformation. For this we split 
the program into Pold = {c1, . . . ,  c4} tJ DB and Pnew = {c5}, thus goodpath is the 
only new predicate. This also explains the labelling used above, o 
According to the usual transformation strategy, the first operation we apply is 
the unfold one. Unfold is the fundamental operation for program transformations 
and consists in applying a resolution step to the considered atom in all possible ways. 
Recall that the order of the atoms in the queries and in the bodies of the clauses is 
relevant since we are dealing with LD-resolution. 
Def in i t ion6 (unfold).  Let cl: H ~ J, A, K. be a clause. 
Let {AI ~ B I . , . . . ,  A,~ ~ B,.} be the set of clauses of P whose heads unify with A, 
by mgu's {0t, . . . ,  0,}. 
- Unfolding A in cl wrt P consists of substituting cl with {cl'~,..., cl~}, 
where, for each i, cl~ = (H ,--- J, Bi, K)Oi. E] 
The unfold operation doesn't modify the labels of the atoms, no matter if the 
unfolded atom itself is labelled or not. Thus unfold allows to propagate the labels 
inside the clauses in the obvious way. This is best shown by the following example. 
Example  1 (par t  2) By unfolding the atom path(X, Xs) wrt P0 in the body of cS, 
we obtain 
c6: goodpath(X, [X] ) ~- goodlist([X] ). 
c7: goodpath(X,[X~Xs]) ~-arc(X,Y) f, 
path(Y,Xs) f, goodlist([XIXs]). 
In the above clauses we can unfold goodl i s t ( [X]  ) and goodl is t ( [X lXs]  ) The 
resulting clauses, after a further unfolding of good l i s t ( [ ] )  wrt P0 in the clause 
obtained by c6, are 
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c8 :  goodpath(X, IX]) --good(X) f. 
c9:  goodpath(X, [XlXs]) ~- arc(X,Y) f, 
path(Y,Xs)f, good(X) f, goodl ist(Xs)  f.
Let P1 -- ~cl . . . . .  c4, c8, c9) U DB:  0 
Thanks to its correspondence to a resolution step, the unfold operation is safe 
wrt basically all the declarative semantics available for logic programs. It has also 
already been proven in [BC94] that it preserves universal termination of a query and 
hence  also the property of being left terminating. 
Now we have reached a crucial step in the transformation: i  order to be able to 
perform the fold operation, we need to permute the atoms path(Y, Xs) and good(][). 
But, the rearrangement of the atoms in the body of a clause is a typical operation 
which does not preserve left termination. Moreover, as we'll discuss in section 4 in 
the context of an unfold/fold transformation system things are further complicated 
by the presence of the other operations. The approach we propose for guaranteeing 
left termination is based on the following definition. 
Def init ion7 (non-fai l ing atom).  Let P be a program, Mp its least Herbrand 
model and cl : H ,--- J, A, K. be a clause of P. We say that 
A is non-failing in el 
iff for each grounding O, such that Dora(O) = Var(In(H), J, In(A)) and Mp ~ JO, 
there exists 7 such that Mp ~ A87. O 
The reason why we call such an atom "non-failing" is the following: suppose 
that cl is used in the resolution process, and that the unification can bind only the 
variables in the input positions of H, then, if A will eventually be selected by the 
leftmost selection rule, the computation of the subgoal A will eventually succeed. 
Note that, without restricting the domain of 0, the non-failing condition would 
be seldom satisfied. By restricting the set of substitutions, it becames feasible to 
verify it in many cases. However the condition is clearly not decidable in general. 
We are now ready to introduce the switch operation. 
Definit ion8 (switch). Let cl : H *-- J, A,B, K. be a clause of a program P. Switch- 
ing A with B in cl consists of replacing cl with cl' : H ~ J, B, A, K. 
We say that the switch is allowed if the following three conditions hold: 
- A is an old atom, 
- VarIn(B) C_ VarIn(H)U Vat(J), 
- A is non-failing in cl. D 
Requiring that VarIn(B) C_ VarIn(H) U Var(J) ensures that the input of B 
does not depend (solely) on the "output" of A, and this is a natural requirement 
when transforming moded programs. On the other hand, the requirement that A 
is non-failing in el intuitively forbids the possibility that left termination holds, by 
failure of A, even if B is non-terminating; in such a case, moving B leftward would 
result in the introduction of a loop. 
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Example 1 (part  3) By permuting path(Y,Xs) with good(X) we obtain the fol- 
lowing clause: 
clO: goodpath(X,[XJXs]) *--arc(X,Y) f, 
Eood(X) f, path(Y,Xs) f, goodlist(Xs) f. 
Let P2 = {cl, . . . ,  c4, c8, cl0} 12 DB. Notice that this operation is allowed, whatever 
the model of the program we are referring to: in fact if we take N to be the least 
Herbrand model of P2 then we have that for any substitution 8 = {Y/t} there exists 
a substitution 7 (namely, 7 = {Xs/[t]}) such that Y ~ path(Y, Xs)8% So for any 
8, Dom(~) = {X, Y} there exists a substitution 3' such that N ~ pal;h(Y, Xs)t~ 7. By 
Herbrand's theorem, this holds for any other model M, and therefore path(Y,Xs) 
is non-failing (wrt any model M) in c9. [] 
The switch is the simplest form of reordering operation. Clearly, any permutation 
of the atoms in a clause body can be obtained by a finite composition of switches of 
adjacent atoms. 
When we apply a switch operation, we are allowed to exchange the labels of A 
and B (we don't have to, though, but such an exchange may come in handy for the 
application of a subsequent fold operation). 
Fold is the inverse of unfold when one single unfold is possible. It consists in 
substituting an atom A for an equivalent conjunction of literals K in the body of a 
clause c. This operation is used in all the transformation systems in order to pack 
back unfolded clauses and to detect implicit recursive definitions. As in Tamaki and 
Sato [TS84], the transformation sequence and the fold operation are defined in terms 
of each other. 
Definit ion 9 ( t ransformat ion  sequence). A transformation sequence is a sequence 
of programs P0, .. . ,  P., n > 0, such that each program Pi+l, 0 < i < n, is obtained 
from Pi by applying an unfold wrt Pi, a switch, or a fold operation to a clause of 
Pi . [] 
Def in i t ion l0  (fold). Let P0,.-.,  Pi, i > 0, be a transformation sequence, cl : 
H ~ J, B, K. be a clause in Pi, and d : D *-- B'. be a clause in P~e~o. Folding B in cl 
via r consists of replacing cl by cl' : H ~ J, Dr, K, provided that r is a substitution 
such that Dora(r) = Vat(d) and such that the following conditions hold: 
(F1) d is the only clause in Pnew whose head is unifiable with Dr; 
(F2) If we unfold Dr in cl' wrt Pnew, then the result of the operation is a variant 
of cl; 
(F3) one of the atoms in J, or the leftmost of the atoms in B is labelled "f". o 
Notice that the fold clearly eliminates the labels in the folded part of the body. 
The conditions F1 and F2 may appear new, but it is not difficult to prove that 
their combination corresponds to the combination of the conditions F1 . . .F3  of 
[TS84]. This is shown by the following remark 11. Therefore, apart from the fact 
that we take into consideration the order of the atoms in the bodies of the clauses, 
what distinguishes this fold definition from the one in [TS84] is condition F3. The 
comparison of our definition with the one given by Seki [Sek91] for preserving Finite 
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Failures is not straightforward. In fact, in [Sek91] SLDNF- reso lu t ion  is considered, 
hence, no reordering is needed. But, all the atoms in B have to be labelled. On the 
other hand, we require a much weaker condition on labelling but, since we consider 
LD - resolution, we have to take into account he order of atoms. 
Remark  11. The following observations are in order: 
(a) Condition F1 can be restated as follows: "d is the only clause of P-e~ that 
can be used to unfold Dr  in cl" .  
(b) If we let v -" Var(B ' )  \ Vat (D)  be the set of local variables of d, then 
condition F2 can also be expressed as follows: 
(F2a) B'r = B; 
(F2b) For any z, y 6 v 
- xr  is a variable; 
- zr  does not appear in cl'; 
- i f z~ythenzr~yr ;  
The equivalence between F2 and the combination of F2a and F2b follows (indirectly, 
though), from Theorems 6.3 and the discussion after definition 4.9 in [EG94]. These 
latter conditions are the "standard" ones for folding (they are present, for instance, 
in Seki's [Sekgl, Sek93]). Q 
Example  1 (part 4) We can now fold path(Y,Xs), goodlist(Xs) in cl0. The 
resulting clause is 
cll: goodpal;h(X,[XlXs]) *--arc(X,Y) f, good(X) f, goodpa~h(Y,Xs). 
Let P2 = {c l , . . . ,  c4, c8, c11} O DR. Notice that because of this operation the defi- 
nition of good.path is now recursive and it checks the "goodness" of the path while 
generating the path itself. 
3.1 Correctness result 
We can now state the main properties of the transformation system. 
Theorem 12 (main). Let P0,..., Pn be a transformation sequence. Suppose that 
Po is acceptable and every switch operation performed in P0,..., P, is allowed, then 
- P, is acceptable, 
In particular, 
- P, is left terminating. 
Proof .  See [BCE96]. O 
Of course, it is also of primary importance ensuring the correctness of the system 
from a declarative point of view. In the case of our system, the applicability con- 
ditions we propose are more restrictive than those used by Tamaki-Sato in [TS84] 
(which, on the other hand, do not guarantee the preservation of left termination). 
For this reason, all the correctness result for the declarative semantics that hold for 
the system of [TS84] are valid for our system as well and we have the following. 
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Remark  13. Let P0,. . . ,  Pn be a transformation sequence. 
- [TS84] The least Herbrand models of the initial and final programs coincide. 
- [KK90] The computed answers ubstitution semantics of the initial and final 
programs coincide. 53 
Finally, since our system guarantees the preservation of left termination, and 
since for left termination programs the Finite Failure set coincides with the comple- 
ment of the least Herbrand model, we also have the following. 
Corol lary l4  (preservat ion of finite failure). Let P0,. . . ,  Pn be a transforma- 
tion sequence. If P0 is acceptable and every switch operation performed in P0,. 9 P,~ 
is allowed, then the finite failure set of Pn coincides with the one of P0. 53 
4 D iscuss ion  and  re la ted  work  
Tamaki-Sato's system [TS84] was devised for definite logic program, and it is correct 
wrt (among others) the least Herbrand model and the computed answer substitution 
semantics. Later Seki proposed a new version with more restrictive applicability 
conditions (with the so-called modified fold operation) and proved that it maintains 
the Finite Failure set of the initial program [Sek91]. 
Concerning the termination issue, neither Tamaki-Sato's nor Seki's method are 
devised to preserve left termination of the initial program. Indeed they don't. More- 
over, their definition of the (fold and unfold) operations are given modulo reordering 
of the atoms in the bodies of the clauses, which clearly does not preserve left ter- 
mination. On the other hand, even the ordered version s of Tamaki-Sato's method 
does not preserve left termination. This is shown by the following example. 
Example 2. Let P0 be the following program 
e l :  p ~-q, h(X) .  
c2: h(s(X)) ~---h(X) f. 
Where Pnew = {cl) and Pold "- {c2}- Notice that there is no definition for predicate 
q, so everything fails (finitely). Notice also that the program is left terminating. By 
unfolding h(X) in cl we obtain a variant of cl, but with a different labelling : 
c3: p ~--q, h(Y) f. 
Now, following the Tamaki-Sato approach, we can fold q, h(Y) in c3, using clause cl 
for folding. The result is 
c4:  p ~--p 
5 Here by ordered version of Tamaki-Sato's method we mean a transformation system just 
hke Tamaki-Sato's but in which (a) no reordering is allowed in the bodies of the clauses, 
and (b) the definition of unfold and fold are restated (in the obvious way) so to take 
into consideration the order of the atoms in the bodies of the clauses. Consequently the 
ordered version of Tamaki-Sato's method has applicability conditions which are quite 
more restrictive that the original ones. 
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Now the program is clearly not left terminating any longer. [:3 
This shows that for preserving left termination we need in any case a system 
more restrictive than the one of [TS84]. 
By adopting a definition of unfold and fold which takes into consideration the 
order of the atoms in the bodies of the clauses and by appropriately restricting 
the fold operation we can preserve left termination. This has been shown also in 
[PPgl, BC94]. Unfortunately, the systems thus obtained have a serious limitation 
for practical applicability. Indeed, most of the examples found in the literature on 
unfold/fold transformations require at some point a reordering operation (this ob- 
viously applies to example 2 which is reported in the previous ection); it is usually 
needed in order to be able to perform a subsequent fold operation. 
In order to partially recover the power of the Tamaki and Sato's system while 
preserving termination, we introduced aswitch operation. Such an operation presents 
subtle aspects which have to be taken into consideration. This is best shown by the 
following example. 
Example  3. Let P0 be the following program, 
el: z ~-p, r. 
c2: p ~-qf ,  r f . 
C3: q ~-r f, pf, 
Where Pne, = {cl} and Pold = {c2, c3}. Notice that r is not defined anywhere, so 
everything fails; notice also that this program is left terminating. By unfolding p in 
cl  we obtain the following clause: 
C4: Z *--qf, rf, r. 
By further unfolding q in'c4 we obtain: 
C5: Z ~--r f, pf, r f, r. 
Now we permute the first two atoms, which are both labelled, obtaining: 
c6: z *--pf, r f, r f, r. 
Notice that this switch operation does preserve left termination. However, if we now 
fold the first two atoms, using clause ca for folding, we obtain the following: 
C7: Z ~--Z, r f, r. 
which is obviously non left terminating. O 
In the above example we have employed the ordered version of Seki's definition 
of fold, i.e. the most restrictive definition of fold we could consider, surely more 
restrictive than the one we propose here. Nevertheless we have a situation in which 
the switch operation does preserve left termination in a local way while left termi- 
nation will subsequently be destroyed by the application of the fold operation. This 
shows that the switch operation requires applicability conditions which do not just 
guarantee the termination properties of the actual program. 
Hence, in order to preserve left termination, we have modified Tamaki-Sato's 
system by 
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-- adopting a definition of unfold and fold which takes into consideration the order 
of the atoms in the bodies of the clauses; 
- adopting a labelling rule and a restriction on folding which guarantees to preserve  
left termination; 
- introducing the possibility to reorder atoms in the bodies by allowed switches. 
Other approaches to preserving termination properties can be found in [PP91, 
CG94, BE94, BC94]. 
The work of Proietti and Pettorossi [PP91] made an important step forward in 
the direction of the preservation of left termination. They proposed a transformation 
system which is more restrictive than the ordered version of [TS84] since only un- 
folding the left most atom or a deterministic atom is allowed. They proved that such 
a system preserves the "sequence of answer substitution semantics" (a semantics 
for PROLOG programs, defined in [N.384, Bau89]). This guarantees also that if the 
initial program is left terminating, then the resulting program is left terminating as 
well. They do not allow any reordering of atoms. 
In [BE94] we proved that Tamaki-Sato's transformation system preserves the 
property of being acyclic [AB90]. This has to do with the preservation oftermination, 
in fact a definite program P is acyclic if and only if all its derivations tarting in a 
ground goal are finite whichever is the selection rule employed. Moreover, the tools 
used in [BE94] are quite similar to the ones used here. Unfortunately, as pointed 
out in [AP93], the class of acyclic programs is quite restrictive, and there are many 
natural programs which are left terminating but not acyclic. 
The preservation of universal termination of a query with the LD-resolution was 
also studied in [BC94]. In order to capture c.a.s, and universal termination, in that 
paper we defined an appropriate operational semantics and splitted the equivalence 
condition to be satisfied into two complementary conditions: the completeness condi- 
tion and the condition of being non-increasing. The validity of this second condition, 
which is very operational, ensures us that the transformation cannot introduce infi- 
nite derivations. We proved that, by restricting the Tamaki-Sato's original system, 
the whole transformation sequence is non-increasing and then it preserves also uni- 
versal termination. As a consequence, acceptability of programs is also preserved 
by such a restricted transformation sequence. Again, however, the allowed trans- 
formations are seriously restricted by the impossibility of reordering atoms in the 
bodies. 
More difficult is a comparison with [CG94] since they define a transformation 
system based only on unfold and replacement operations. The replacement operation 
is very powerful and it includes both fold and switch as particular cases. In [CG94]the 
preservation of termination is considered but the verification is "a posteriori". 
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